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1. Given a domain G in the plane, we shall say that F(x, y) is

subharmonic of order r in G if F(x, y) is in class C2Cr_1> and Ar~1F(x, y)

is subharmonic in G, an analogous definition holding in w-dimensional

space. When r = 1, we see that this definition coincides with the defi-

nition of a continuous subharmonic function (Ar standing for the

Laplacian operator iterated r times and coinciding with the identity

operator when r = 0). We shall say that F(x, y) has a generalized

rth Laplacian of the first or second kind at (x0, yo) equal to ar orpV,

respectively, according as

1   f2*
L(F; x0, y0; t) = — I      F(x0 + / cos 9, yQ + / sin 8)dO

2irJn

= «0 + a,*2/[2!]2 + ■ ■ • + art2'/[2'r\]2 + o(t2'),

or

A(F; x0, y0; t) = —- I   pdpl   j     F(x0 + p cos 6, y0 + p sin 8)dd

= ^o + |8i/2/2[2!]2+ •••

+ (3rt2r/(r+ l)[2'r!]2+0(^),

where on and j3,- (i = 0, • ■ ■ , r) are constants and / tends to zero.

In (1) it is assumed that F(x, y) is integrable on the circumference

of every circle of sufficiently small radius with center (x0, y0), and in

(2) it is assumed that there is a disc with center (x0, yo) on which

F(x, y) is integrable.

Similarly, generalized rth Laplacians of the first and second kind

can be defined for re-dimensional space. (See [5, p. 261], where the

expression for the generalized wth Laplacian of the first kind can

be obtained by replacing the last term on the right side of (39) by

o(R2m).) Designating the re-dimensional sphere of radius t with center

Po by D(Pq, t) and assuming the integrability of F(P) in every such

sphere of sufficiently small radius, we then say that F(P) has a

generalized rth Laplacian of the second kind at Po equal to /3r if
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nT(n/2)  r
—^ j F(P)dP

= nr(»/2) T. -——--h o(^2r)-
'tX 22'+H\T(i + I + n/2)

If F(x, y) is in class C(0) in a domain G and the generalized first

Laplacian of the first or second kind is non-negative throughout G,

then it is known [8, p. 14] that F(x, y) is subharmonic in G. It is the

purpose of this paper to prove a similar result for subharmonic func-

tions of order r. In particular, designating the generalized rth La-

placians of the first and second kind by A\ and A2, respectively, we

shall show that if F(x, y) is in C2(r~l) and A2F{x, y)^0 in G then

F{x, y) is subharmonic of order r. Using the anti-Laplacian operator

for a bounded domain, we then apply this result to obtain a new

sufficient condition for a function in Lip a, a>0, to be subharmonic.

We also give some applications to the theory of double trigonometric

series.

Though the theorems on subharmonic functions of order r are

proven only for the plane, it will be clear from the nature of the

proofs that analogous results hold in w-dimensional space.

2. Unless otherwise stated the notation for this paper will be that

of Rado [8, in particular p. 3]. D will designate the closure of the set

D. D(xQ, yo', t) will represent the open disc with center (x0, y0) and

radius t; C(xo, yo', t) will designate its circumference.

Replacing subharmonic by harmonic or superharmonic in the first

sentence of §1, we have the definition for F(x, y) to be harmonic of

order r and superharmonic of order r in G, respectively.

Given/(x, y) bounded and continuous in a bounded domain R, we

define the anti-Laplacian operator of/ in R, A~lf(x, y), to be

A-1/(x, y) = — I   I   f(u, v) log p dudv
2irJ J r

where p = [{x — u)2 + (y — v)2]1'2.

A-r/(x, y) is then defined as A_1(A_(r_1)/(x, y)).

3. The main results of the paper are the following theorem and

corollaries.

Theorem 1. Let F(x, y) be in class C2(r-1) in a domain G, r an

integer ^ 1, and let E be a closed bounded set of capacity zero contained

in G. Suppose A2F(x, y)^0 for (x, y) in G — E. Then F(x, y) is sub-

harmonic of order r in G.
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Corollary 1. Let f(x, y) be in Lip a, a>0, on the bounded domain

R and let E be a closed bounded set of capacity zero contained in R.

Suppose A|A_1/(x, y) =0for (x, y) in G—E. Thenf(x, y) is subharmonic

in R.

Corollary 2. Let F(x, y) be in class C2(r-1> on a domain G and let Ei

be a closed bounded set of capacity zero (not necessarily contained in G).

Suppose Ar2F(x, y) =0 in G — EXG. Then F(x, y) is harmonic of order r

in G. Furthermore for r = 2 the hypothesis concerning class C2(r_1) can-

not be weakened to class C2Cr-1)_1.

The results are stated in terms of A£, but since F(x, y) and A~xf(x, y)

are continuous, they are, a fortiori, true if stated in terms of A\.

Corollary 2 is a generalization of a result obtained by Cheng

[3] for harmonic functions of order 2.

4. Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 1, it will be

necessary to establish certain lemmas. In particular the connection

between the generalized rth Laplacian and the ordinary rth iterated

Laplacian will be established.

Lemma 1. Let F(x, y) be in class C(2r) on a domain G, r^l. If

D(x0, y0; t)CG, then

A(F; *„, y0; 0 = E Atffo, yo)t2i/(i + l)[2Hl]2
,   , i-0

(3) r !
+ A*F(x', y')t2r/(r + 1) [2-Vl]2

where (x', y') is in Z>(x0, yo; t).

For by [5, p. 261, formulas (38) and (38')],

L(F; z0, y„; /) = E A*F(*0, yo)t2i/[2Hl}2

(4)

+  I  j Pr-i(tf, y)ATF(x, y)dxdy

where z>r-i(x, y)^0 in D(x0, yo; t) and is given by the recursion

formulas

vr-i(x, y) = VT-i(r) where t = [(x - x0)2 + (y — y0)2]1/2,

FVfito = f   PVAP) log (p/r)dp,

V0(r)  =  (2t)-» log (//r).
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If the function F(x, y) in (4) is chosen to be [(x — x0)2 + (y— yo)2]r,

then A«F(x0, y0)=0 (i = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ • , r-1), ArF{x, y)=[2rr\]2, and

L{F; xa, yo\ t) =t2', so that we obtain the identity

f f Vr-i(x, y)rfxdy = ^V[2rr!]2.

Now, since ArF(x, y) is continuous for any F(x, y) satisfying the

conditions of the lemma, the integral on the right side of (4) may

be replaced by ArF(x't', y[')t2r/[2rr\]2, according to the mean-value

theorem, where (*/', y") is a point of D(x0, yo', t). Since

2   /•<
A{F; xo, yo; t) = — I    pL(F; x0, y0; p)dp,

tl J o

we may multiply (4) by / and integrate term-by-term to obtain

r=i a*f(*0, yo)t2i      2  r' p-t+1

iVi"•":,) - S (7Tlj[^F + ̂ /.4'F<*;''* >M*

By the mean-value theorem, the last integral may be replaced by

ATF{x', y')t2r/(r + l)[2'rl]2,

where (x', y') is some point in D(xa, y0; t), so that the lemma is es-

tablished.

Lemma 2. Let F(x, y) be in class C(2r) on a domain G, r =g 0. Then

A\F{x, y) =AlF(x, y) for i = 0, ■ ■ • , r.

For r^l, the proof of this lemma follows immediately from

Lemma 1 and the continuity of ArF(x, y). For r = 0, the proof follows

from the continuity of F(x, y). It is also clear that in the conclusion

of the lemma A^Fix, y) can be replaced by A[F(x, y).

Lemma 3. Let F(x, y) be in class C(2r) on a domain G, r^O. If

ATF(x, y) takes a maximum at (x0, yo) in G and if A2+1F(x0, yo) exists,

thenAT2+lF(xo,yo)S-0.

For suppose the contrary were true, and let us suppose r ^ 1. Then

A(F; xo, yo; 0 - Z A«F(*„, yo)t2i/(i + 1) [2**!]2
(5) i=o

+ tfi**/(r + 2) [2«+1C + 1) !]2 + o(<2r+2)

where e>0 and t is sufficiently small. By Lemma 1, however,
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A(F; xo, y0; t) = E A*F(*0, yo)l2i/(i + l)[2Hl]2
(6) i_o

+ /,'A'F(*/,y,')/(r+ l)[2'r!]2

where (x/, y/) is in D(x0, y0; t).

From (5) and (6), for t sufficiently small, we obtain that

A'F(*/, y',) - A'F(xo, yo) = e*2/22(r + l)(r + 2) + 0(/2),

which contradicts the fact that ArF(x, y) attains a maximum at

(*o, yo).

A similar argument prevails in case r = 0.

5. To prove Theorem 1, we observe that, by [l], G — E is ado-

main. Let D(x0, y0; t) be contained in G — E, and let H(x, y)

^Ar~1F(x, y) on C(x0, yo; t), harmonic in D(x0, y0; t), and continuous

in D(x0, y0; t). Form A~^~1)H(x, y) and

a-<-» I - — f f        ««(*» y; *>> ?)#<*? 1
L       IT J  J D(x0,y0;t) J

with respect to D(xo, yo', t), where g(x, y; p, q) is the Green's function

for the disc and «>0. Then clearly both of the (r — 1) anti-Laplacians

are in C(x) on the interior of the disc, and consequently, by Lemma 2

and the hypotheses of the theorem,

Al<F(x, y) - A-<*-»H(x, y)

+ a-^1' |- — f f ««(*. y; p, q)dpdq\\
\_ I-WJ   J D(,z0,y0;t) J)

in the interior of D(x0, y0; t).

Now A'-»F(x, y)-H(x, y)-(l/2ir)ffD(xi>,y„.t)eg(x, y; />,  g)rf/wfg is
continuous in D(x0, yo; t) and nonpositive on C(x0, yo; t). Since, by

(7) and Lemma 3, this function takes its maximum on the boundary

of the disc and since furthermore e is arbitrary, we obtain that

AT-1F(x, y) =H(x, y) throughout D(xB, yo; t).

In   particular, choosing H(x,   y)   as   the   Dirichlet   solution   for

Ar_1F(x, y) on C(x0, y0; t), we have that

Ar-lF(x0, y0) = H(x0, yo) = L(H; x0, y0;t)

= L(A^F(x, y); x0, y0; t)

from which we conclude by [8, p. 7] that Ar~rF(x, y) is subharmonic
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in G — E. From the continuity of Ar-1F(x, y) in G and [2, p. 31], the

proof of the theorem then follows.

6. Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 1 on recognition

of the fact that A-y(x, y) is in C(2) on R (see [6, p. 289]).

All but the last statement of Corollary 2 follows directly from

Theorem 1, after restating the theorem for superharmonic functions,

applying it then to show that Ar_1F(x, y) is harmonic in the domain

G — GEi, and then applying [7, p. 335, Theorem VI ] to obtain the

fact that Ar_1F(x, y) is harmonic in G.

To prove the last statement of Corollary 2, choose G = D(0, 0; 1)

and

O2^1' for x > 0,
F(x, y) =  <

l_»t(r-i) forx<0.

Then clearly F(x, y) is of class C'2<r_1)_1 on G and A2F{x, y)=0 for

(x, y) in G. But Ar_1F(x, y), having irremovable discontinuities in G,

is clearly not harmonic there.

7. In conjunction with [9, Theorem 2], the results of this paper

concerning subharmonic functions of order r can be applied to the

theory of double trigonometric series. In particular we can prove the

following theorem:

Theorem 2. Given the double trigonometric series ^2amnei(mx+nv)

where amn are arbitrary complex numbers which are 0[(m2+n2)~*],

e> 0, and are such that amn = a„m_„. Let E be a closed set of capacity zero

contained in the interior of the fundamental square 12 = {(x, y); 0 ^ x

5= 27r, 0 5= y =£ 2tt }. Suppose that the series is circularly summable

(C, 2a) to L(x, y) in Sl — E where 2a is a non-negative integer and

L(x, y) is a finite-valued non-negative function. Let r be an integer

3: a +1. Then the function

a0o(x + y)2r „     ,      s amn
(8)     F{x, y) = —--~ +    E    (-1Y-e.<««n-»»>
K) y! 2'[(2r)!] lS^+n2 (m2 + n2y

is subharmonic of order r in the plane.

We say that the above double trigonometric series is circularly

convergent to L(x, y) if the circular partial sums

Sr(x, y) =    X   amne^m*^

converge to L(x, y). If
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(*)        2V   rR
(TB   =- I    Su(x, y)(R2 — u2Y~xudu —> L(x, y)        as R—* co,

R2"J0

where rj>0, the series is said to be circularly summable (C, 77) to

L(x, y).

To prove the theorem, we first notice that F(x, y) is in C2(r_1) on

the plane. Second, by [9, Theorem 2] under the assumptions of the

theorem, if the series is (C, 2a) summable to L(x0, yo) at the point

(x0, y0), then A^Xo, yo) =L(x0, y0) ^0. Now choose any point (xi, yx)

in the plane. Then under the assumptions of the theorem there exist a

domain Gi containing (xi, yi) and a closed bounded set Ex of capacity

zero contained in Gx such that A2F(x, y) =^0 in Gi — Ei. By Theorem 1

of this paper, F(x, y) is subharmonic of order r in Gi. Since (xt, yt)

was an arbitrary point in the plane, the proof of the theorem is

complete.

8. We close with the following application of Corollary 2 to the

uniqueness theory of double trigonometric series:

Theorem 3. Let ^amnei{mx+ny) be a double trigonometric series where

the amn are arbitrary complex numbers which are 0[(m2-\-n2)~'], e>0.

Let Ebe a closed set of capacity zero contained in the fundamental square

12. Suppose the series is circularly summable (C, -q) to zero in Q — E,

■q — 0. Then the series vanishes identically.

This theorem is seen to be a type of generalization of [4, Theorem

11 and [10, Theorem l].

To prove the theorem, choose an integer 2a^iq and an integer

r = a-\-\. Then the series is circularly summable (C, 2a) to zero in

12 —E. Now let (x0, yo) be any point in the plane. Then clearly for

the disc D(x0, y0; /), there exists a closed bounded set £t of capacity

zero such that the series is summable (C, 2a) to zero in D(xo, yo', t)

— D(x0, y0; t)Ei, and consequently by [9, Theorem 2],

Ar2F(x, y) = 0

in this same domain, where F(x, y) has the form (8). Since F(x, y)

is in C2(r_1), we conclude by Corollary 2 of this paper that F(x, y) is

harmonic of order r in D(x0, yo', t) and consequently in the whole

plane. Therefore,

a00(x + y)2        ^ <N       amn

/(*. y) =-+   E   (-i)tt-i—we
4 iSmV (m2 + re2)

is harmonic in the whole plane. A computation then shows that
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f(x, y) = A(f; x, y; t) = ^- [(x + y)2 + t2/2]
4

(9)
Ji[(m2 + n2y'2t]

-2    2,    amne^mx+ny)-•

is£+„» (m2 + n2yiH

Fixing (x, y), letting / tend to infinity, and observing then that the

series on the right side of (9) tends to zero, we are able to conclude

first that a0o = 0, then that/(x, y)=0, and then, consequently, that

amn = 0 for all (m, n).
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